
AIJ Junior:

Virtual Conference



What is it
AI Journey Junior — an online-conference 

about the artificial intelligence for 

secondary and high school students

The conference program includes 

presentations of speakers from leading 

technology companies, as well as lectures 

and workshops dedicated to AI



The Tasks

to get the target audience familiar with the AI 

Journey Junior conference

to drive traffic to the landing page of the 

conference and increase the number of 

participants of this event

The main performance indicators are the 

numbers of views and transitions to the  

conference website.
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The Audience

The audience of AIJ Junior is kids and teenagers 

aged 10-17. They are representatives of 

generation Z, who do not watch TV and receive all 

information from the Internet, particularly, from 

social media.

They find direct advertising annoying as it seems 

meaningless to them



Challenge

How to tell students about artificial 

intelligence in an understandable and 

simple way?



Insight

Computer games are a natural habitat of 

kids and teenagers. Today they have 

become a new media for self-expression, 

art, and science.

Famous performers hold concerts in 

Fortnite, companies launch environmental 

projects in PUBG, and tutors teach 

geometry in Half Life.



Idea
Instead of traditional advertising, we gave our 

audience a unique experience in the most popular 

game.

We built a huge technological city of the future on 

a separate Minecraft server and held there the AI 

Journey Junior conference.



Implementation

In order to interest and impressed gaming 

community, we developed a blueprint for the future 

metropolis in Minecraft with unique architecture 

and infrastructure.

The height of the buildings reached 1200 by 1200 

cubes, while the size of the character was 2 cubes.

On the virtual stage of the the conference building

we broadcast lectures and workshops dedicated to

artificial intelligence.



Announcement

18 well-known streamers on Twitch told their 

audience about the conference and invited them 

to register on the AI Journey Junior website to 

join the conference.

On the day of the conference, viewers could 

watch the broadcast in their favorite game and 

explore the huge virtual city along with popular 

streamers.



Results

AI Journey Junior is a unique case of educating 

the youth in the gaming space. We opened a 

new channel for interaction with the target 

audience and attracted the attention of 

students aged 10-17.

The conference in Minecraft metaverse 

exceeded all KPI expectations.
НАЖМИТЕ PLAY



15 900 000
views

46 000
clicks

As a result, we exceeded KPIs by 115% and 

118.6%, respectively.




